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FINALES 
 

SMOKED 

Season Finale Airs Wednesday, August 3 at 10/9c 

Rivalries abound in the cutthroat world of competition BBQ, where reputation and respect ride 

on one perfectly glazed rib or one lip-smacking bite of brisket. Whether friendly foes or full-on 

nemeses, the one thing every pitmaster can agree on: nothing settles the score like a cook off! 

Hosted by BBQ veteran and fan favorite Myron Mixon, each episode of SMOKED features two 

pitmasters with a personal history as they are pitted against each other in a BBQ battle to prove 

once and for all who’s the best and who’s gonna get smoked. Along with a rotating panel of all-

star judges, three-time world barbecue champion Myron Mixon – the winningest man in 

barbecue – guides the action and ultimately decides the competitors’ fate. 

 Franchise Kings Premieres Wednesday, August 3 at 10/9c The brains behind BBQ 

chains Famous Dave's and Sonny's BBQ have called on Myron Mixon to settle their 

rivalry. Three rounds of BBQ and grilling will determine whose favorite charity takes 

home $10,000. Who will stand tall, and who will get Smoked? 

 

 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

HAUNTED COLLECTOR 

Network Premieres Continue Tuesdays at 10/9c 

John Zaffis and his family are a team of renowned paranormal investigators, tracking down 

haunted items like paintings, guns, jewelry and dolls. Once identified, these obscure items are 

collected and stored in the family's museum, helping clients bring normalcy back to their lives. 

 Enfield Horror / Masonic Spirits Premieres Tuesday, August 2 at 10/9c John Zaffis 

and his team visit a Connecticut home where a couple has been terrified by lurking 
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shadow figures, ghostly voices and an ominous apparition. They then head to Kentucky 

to investigate strange phenomena reported at a Masonic Lodge. 

 Haunted Island / Ghosts of Maui Premieres Tuesday, August 23 at 10/9c John Zaffis 

and the team fly to the Hawaiian Islands. First, they head to Lanai to investigate a 

business where employees complain of unsettled spirits. Next, they go to Maui to 

investigate reports of a disruptive ghost at the historic IAO Theater. 

 Farm Stalker / Echo Club Spirits Premieres Tuesday, August 30 at 10/9c The team 

travels to New York, to meet the frightened owner of a horse farm who believes an entity 

is hurting her horses. Next, they head to Niagara Falls to investigate the Echo Club, 

where the members say they are being terrorized by a malevolent entity. 

 

GHOSTLY ENCOUNTERS 

New Episodes Continue Mondays at 9/8c and 10/9c 

Reinforced by chilling re-enactments and archival photography, GHOSTLY ENCOUNTERS 

details the stories of people's encounters with the supernatural, as told by those who witnessed it. 

GHOSTLY ENCOUNTERS focuses on lending perspective to the events without challenging 

their truthfulness. 

 Caretaker Ghosts / Stay At Home Ghosts Premieres Monday, August 22 at 9/8c 
Ghosts attached to places are the subject, including a man who encounters the ghost of 

his home's architect, and another man who meets a spirit that resides at the local park. 

Then, a woman's deceased grandfather returns to his home and another woman finds 

comfort in knowing her home is haunted by its previous owner. 

 Soldier Ghosts / Remember Me Premieres Monday, August 22 at 10/9c A man thinks a 

ghostly visitation is connected with the death of his grandfather, a veteran; and a woman 

receives a message from a soldier who was killed in the War of 1812. Then, the ghosts of 

relatives return to haunt family members. 

 The Journey Back From Death / My Dad’s Ghost Saved My Mom’s Life Premieres 

Monday, August 29 at 9/8c Two people who have been to the other side tell of the 

supernatural experiences surrounding their own deaths. Then, Barbara and Elsie both get 

ghostly messages from their long-dead fathers, and those messages save their mothers’ 

lives. 

 Refuge In Rosaries / Till Death Do Us Part…Or Not Premieres Monday, August 29 at 

10/9c Alex turns to Catholic icons for safety when he is faced with horrifying 

supernatural threats. Meanwhile, Susan goes to unusual lengths to keep her protective 

rosary close. Then, Fred and Pansy’s spouses died, but didn’t leave. Both continue to 

have a ghostly relationship with their dead wife or husband. 

 
MONSTERS & MYSTERIES UNSOLVED 

New Episodes Continue Thursdays at 9/8c 

Around the world, people have witnessed bizarre phenomena throughout history. Encounters 

with monsters, spirits, beings from other worlds and dimensions continue to fascinate mankind. 

But over the years scientific advancements have solved many of these mysteries, illustrating the 

natural causes at work behind seemingly supernatural events. Still, many answers continue to 

elude scientists and researchers of anomalous phenomena. MONSTERS & MYSTERIES 

UNSOLVED documents the current search for answers behind these inexplicable events. 



 Doomsday Prophecies Premieres Thursday, August 4 at 9/8c For ages, prophets have 

suggested that disastrous events and maybe even the end of the world lie ahead. Are we 

looking at an unquenchable human desire to make sense out of the chaos of life - or a true 

supernatural power? 

 Monsters of the Deep Premieres Thursday, August 25 at 9/8c From Loch Ness to the 

west coast of Canada, people are reporting sightings of sea creatures they can't explain. 

Are they seeing remnants from the dinosaurs or mythical beings or just mistaking 

ordinary creatures for something paranormal? 

 
ALIEN FILES 

Network Premieres Continue Thursdays at 10/9c  

ALIEN FILES investigates mass UFO sightings, personal abductions, government cover-ups and 

breaking alien news from around the globe. Delving into the “photoshopping” of space, and the 

role social media plays in alien stories, ALIEN FILES examines newly released documents to 

see how alien visitations may have affected our past, and what influence they may have on our 

future. 

 Police Sightings Premieres Thursday, August 4 at 10/9c UFO sightings happen 
almost every day. But in the court of public opinion, the most credible witnesses 
come from law enforcement. Join us as we investigate the most important police 
sightings of UFOs. 

 Space Shuttle Encounters Premieres Thursday, August 25 at 10/9c Between 
1981 and 2011, NASA's Space Shuttles flew 135 missions. The Space Shuttle 
cameras, manned and unmanned, have recorded astounding footage of UFOs that 
many experts find almost impossible to explain. 
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